EXTINCTION
“The number of Americans who checked both "black" and "white" on their census forms grew
by 134% from 2000 to 2010”

Source: http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1953/multi-race-2010-census-obama
When two races mix, both original races perish. The great race that founded America has been
doomed to this fate and now America faces more problems of division than in any time in history,
immorality, indifference and selfishness are the norm. Our children are faced with being force fed
(brainwashed) tolerance, passiveness, and to have no opinion in public schools. The ones who challenge
this are being punished for standing up for what they believe in. They are even taught to not fight back if
beaten. The forces move against us to eliminate the sharp edge our race has. Why? Because white men
have always risen up and declared their freedom against their oppressors with bravery, truth, and blood.
What better way to eliminate freedom from the American body than to eliminate the racial quality that
throughout history has pursued freedom and liberty for their people, extinction.
It is foolish to debate the fact that the white European man was the founder of the civilized world. We
achieved such, by great moral standards, brave warriors and superior intellectual manifestations. You
can't even compare a white European descendant to a Negro and offer a conclusion of equality. Negros
even traded their brothers into slavery. Neither can you compare the Asians who have enslaved their
own people through communism. Only a traitor would see the victories and losses of the struggles,
battles, and wars that our forefathers lived breathed and died for, go to waste by, allowing tyranny in
America. White men, not Asians, not Mexicans, not blacks, free white men.
Here we are today, accepting, and encouraging, the social norm, and racial integration with inferior
races, which we know have thousands of years of history of savage animalistic cultures. To what gain?
Mutual unity? No, extinction of a better racial character and quality. We are depriving our children of
the minds, bodies, and souls which they deserve, the gift we were given that we should cherish above
everything. By forcing integration we are sealing the envelope for extinction of what should be our most
cherished possession.
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